
ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF A SPOTLESS MIND

Directed by Michel Gondry. With Jim Carrey, Kate Winslet, Tom Wilkinson, Gerry Robert Byrne. When their relationship
turns sour, a couple undergoes a medical .

Clementine attempts to leave, saying that the relationship could end up going the same way it did in the tapes,
but Joel pleads with her, sensing their deep connection. These are the moments that make Eternal Sunshine so
indelible, even 15 years on. Howard's wife reveals Mary previously had a relationship with Howard, which
Howard erased from her mind. Two handheld cameras filmed near degree footage at all times, shooting 36,
feet of film a day to deal with this. In the documentary, Carrey commented, "That's how fucked up this
business is. Plot[ edit ] Train station of Montauk where Joel and Clementine meet each other again after the
erasing of their memories. Gondry in response fired the team and had the production team, including the actors
and producers, place the set in the water. Friends and neighbors get postcard notifications instructing them to
never mention the ex-partner in your presence. According to Gondry, this was as "It's hard to be funny. While
erasing Joel's memory, Howard's wife catches her kissing Howard. Additional Sources:. To remember her, he
runs the risk of forgetting himself â€” the song his mother hums, the playground bullies, those rainy evenings.
She is in a troubled relationship with Rob Eakin. When Memento started making waves, Kaufman says he got
nervous. A separate story arc occurs during Joel's memory erasure, revolving around Lacuna's employees. I
vowed to wipe out every memory of the movie from my pained mind. Devastated by this discovery and by the
power of the procedure, Mary quits her job and steals the company's records, mailing all of Lacuna's clients
the tapes of each client recounting their memories to be erased. This is a comedy! Gondry believed this would
make Carrey forget what he should do to be Joel, allowing him to go in character. The heart is no more a vital
organ. See, we form the informational part of our memoriesâ€”the facts and eventsâ€”in the hippocampus
neighborhood of the brain. Wilkinson reportedly did not enjoy the shooting of the film and clashed with
Gondry. Although Joel and Clementine do not realize it, they are former lovers, now separated after having
dated for two years. In the present, Joel and Clementine meet at the Montauk train station and are eager to
begin what appears to be a new and exciting relationship. Editing was a long process as there was no
requirement to rush it. But every new experience apart erased a little more of our oldness together.


